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	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Health front(0-3)
	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Health back

	content: 1 hammer bench, 3 wooden balls, 1 hammerProduct size: 270 x 96 x 150 mm
	main goal: Learn to handle the given objects and put the balls in in the holes (with and without the hammer).
	extra goals: Mathematics: Learn to recognize colors and shapes.Language: Learn to talk about your own experiences with the game.Science: Learn about the living environment of a hippo.
	basic concept: Eye-hand coordination
	step 1: Try to make yourself familiar with the material.
	step 2: Touch the balls, the hammer and the hippo and look if you can find the bell.
	step 3: Put the balls in the holes and hear the sound it makes. Eye-hand coordination by hewing the balls in the holes.
	advanced concept: Recognition of colors
	advanced concept1: Try to hold the wooden hammer one time in the right hand and the other time in the left hand by hewing the balls in the holes.Name the different colors the balls have.Talk about the hippo. Does the child already know the name of the animal? Where does this animal live?
	Text2: Physical Education
	product: Funny Hippo   
	activities: Let the children explore different musical instruments:How are they played?Which tones do they make?How else could they be use?Talk about the own experiences of the children.Which animals do they know?Does anyone have a pet at home?Who has seen a hippo before? Where?
	productNO: 18003          
	main observation: Is the child able to handle the given material?
	extra observation: Could you remark that different senses are attained?Does the child seem to be over strained?How are the fine motor skills developed?Is the child able to name the different colors?Could he/ she name the animal?Is the child able to talk about his/ her own experiences?
	Text1: Motor skills


